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BETA CAE Systems China and Envalior Hong Kong meet in the 2024 Technology 

Exchange Workshop 

 

China, June 21, 2024 

BETA CAE Systems China visited Envalior (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd., a leading company in the field 

of engineering materials, located on the banks of the beautiful Hong Kong River. Envalior 

engineers welcomed the BETA technical team, which was excited to meet with them, and 

especially with Mr. Tan, the simulation director, who has more than 20 years of experience with 

the ANSA pre- processor. 

The session covered amongst other, the ANSA and META pre- and post- processors’ newest 

capabilities and introduced the new FATIQ solver. Envalior engineers were particularly 

enthusiastic about the direct editing and optimization features, which they expect to greatly 

enhance their workflow efficiency. Following this workshop, Envalior engineers expressed their 

intention to proceed with ANSA training sessions to quickly implement new inspiring features. 

Mr. Tan mentioned that while ANSA has many unique capabilities, only a small portion is 

implemented, leaving space for more exploration. BETA also offers a range of self-developed 

CAE simulation software and technical services that they are looking forward to utilizing. 

Envalior expressed their enthusiasm for these technical exchanges and looks forward to more 

communication with BETA, sharing experiences, and participating in BETA's activities. 

We at BETA CAE Systems carry the expectations of numerous simulation users and are 

committed to the continual research and development. Our goal is to help users complete 

simulation tasks more effectively and introduce more innovations to the simulation industry. 
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About Envalior 

Envalior is a leading innovator in engineering materials, known for its high-performance 

polymers, composites, and specialty materials. Committed to quality and sustainability, Envalior 

excels in research and development, delivering advanced solutions to meet the evolving needs 

of industries worldwide. With a customer-centric approach and global presence, Envalior is a 

trusted partner in driving technological progress. 

   Envalior web site: https://www.envalior.com/ 

   Envalior email: Contact page 

 

About BETA CAE Systems 

BETA CAE Systems transformed engineering simulation by introducing revolutionary  

process automation software tools and practices into Simulation and Analysis, more than 30 

years ago. Committed to our mission to enable engineers to deliver results of high value, we 

continue to offer state-of-the-art, high-performance software and best-in-class services to the 

industry, around the world.  

   BETA CAE Systems web site: https://www.beta-cae.com  

   BETA CAE Systems China site: https://www.beta-cae.cn 

   BETA CAE Systems email: ansa@beta-cae.com 

 

For more information about this press release: 

BETA CAE Systems China Ltd. 

Building 21, ShuGuang XiLi Compound A5 

Chaoyang District, Beijing 

China 100028 

Tel. +86 10 8965 8787 

Email: info@beta-cae.cn 
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